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Summary  Modelling  of  vertically  coupled  trio-optical  microring  resonator  (VCTOMRR)  with
asymmetrical  rings  is  developed  in  theory  by  applying  delay  line  signal  processing  method.  The
frequency  simulated  response  characteristic  and  its  dispersion  and  group  delay  characteristics
are advanced  using  MATLAB  environment.  The  effectiveness  of  VCTOMRR  with  regard  to  free
spectral  range  (FSR)  and  crosstalk  is  obtained  from  the  different  performance  graphs.  This
proposed VCTOMRR  can  provide  very  wide  FSR  of  50.1  nm  range  with  extremely  low  spurious
transmission  (crosstalk)  between  two  resonant  peaks.
© 2016  The  Author(s).  Published  by  Elsevier  GmbH.  This  is  an  open  access  article  under  the  CC
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Introduction
Designing  of  assorted  side  coupled  multiple  ring  resonators
modelled  in  Z-domain  (Mandal  and  Dasgupta,  2006;  Dey
and  Mandal,  2011)  has  been  achieved  by  Mandal  et  al.
The  effectiveness  of  varied  waveguide  established  micror-
ing  resonators  with  vertical  coupling  have  been  reported  in
several  published  papers  (Little  and  Chu,  1999;  Ogata  and
Yoda,  2005).  This  paper  deals  with  determination  of  overall
transmittance  of  VCTOMRR  with  trio-asymmetrical  rings  in
 This article belongs to the special issue on Engineering and Mate-
rial Sciences.
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-domain,  applying  Mason’s  gain  formula.  Digital  as  well  as
ptical  ﬁlters  are  connected  to  each  other  and  interpreted
s  LTI  systems.  Filter  in  optics  involves  delay  at  every  single
tage  which  is  an  integer  product  of  a  unit  delay  and  is  given
n  a  manner  of  discrete  sequel.  Discrete-time  signal  in  the
orm  of  Z-transform  is  illustrated  by  D(Z)  could  be  asserted
s  (Proakis  and  Manolakis,  2006):
(Z)  =
∞∑
n=−∞
{d(n)}Z−n (1)
here  complex-variable  is  indicated  as  ‘‘Z’’  and  unit  delay
epresented  in  the  form  of  Z-transform  as  Z−1.  The  analytical
onnection  of  free  spectral  range  (FSR)  and  unit  delay  is  to
e  established  as  (Madsen  and  Zhao,  1999):
SR  = 1
Tu
= c
nref
Lunit (2)
 an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
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Figure  1  (a)—(b)  Schematics  of  VCTOMRR  and  Z-transform
(SFG)  representation  of  the  VCTOMRR.
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here  ‘‘Tu’’  is  unit  delay,  ‘‘Lunit’’  is  indicated  for  unit  delay
ength,  ‘‘cv’’  is  known  to  be  light’s  velocity  and  ‘‘nref’’  is
ndicated  for  refractive-index.  Dispersion  and  group  delay
haracteristic  of  VCTOMRR  are  attained  in  this  paper.
ormulistic description of optical microring
esonator
irectional  coupler  is  an  eminent  passive  device  employed
or  the  designing  of  the  ﬁlters  in  optical  signal  processing,
hown  in  (Madsen  and  Zhao,  1999).  The  ring  resonators  with
eries  coupling  have  an  association  between  input  and  out-
ut  and  can  be  described  as  2  ×  2  transfer  matrix  displayed
s  (Barbarossa  et  al.,  1995):
I01
I02
]
=  q
[
C  −jS
−jS  C
][
Ii1
Ii2
]
(3)
here  Ii1,  I
i
2 represent  input  and  I
o
1,  I
o
2 represent  output  cou-
ler  respectively.
odelling of VCTOMRR
ason’s  rule
he  association  between  input  and  output  are  obtained  from
ignal  ﬂow  graph  (SFG)  using  Mason’s  gain  method  (Mason,
956),  overall  transmittance  of  optical  circuit  is  exhibited
s:
 = 1

i∑
p=1
Fpp (4)
here  ‘‘G’’  is  the  overall  transfer  function  associated  with
nput  and  output  port  together.  "Fp" is  the  pth  forward  path
ain,  "i"  is  the  entire  forward-paths  and  ""  is  known  to  be
he  determinant  of  SFG.  "p",  is  denoted  for  the  part  of  
or  those  portion  of  the  SFG  for  untouched  the  pth  forward
ath.
nalytical  model  of  VCTOMRR
odel  schematic  of  Z-domain  VCTOMRR  with  three  asymmet-
ical  rings  and  correspondingly  SFG  modelling  are  displayed
n  Fig.  1(a)  and  (b)  subsequently.  In  Fig.  1(b),  I(Z)  and  O(Z),
reated  as  input—output  node  subsequently.
The  gain  of  the  forward-pathway  through  the  SFG,  shown
s:
1 =  (−jS1)
√
Z−A(−jS2)
√
Z−(3B/2)(−jS3)
√
Z−C(−jS4)
=  S1S2S3S4
√
Z−(A+3B/2+C) (5)
here  A,  B  and  C  are  natural  as  well  as  co-prime  num-
ers,  and  Si =
√
ki,  i =  1,  2,  3,  4.  Therefore,  with  the  help
f  Mason’s  method,  the  entire  transfer  function  of  VCTOMRR
ssuming  the  ring  loss  is  illustrated  as:(Z)  = q
4
√
123k1k2k3k4
√
Z−(A+3B/2
1  −  q2C1C21Z−A −  q2C2C32Z−B −  q2C3C43Z−C +  q2C1C3
+  q4C1C2C3C413Z−(C+D) −  q2C1C4123Z(A+B+C)1 1.5 2 2.5
x 10
15Frequenc y (Hz)
Figure  2  Frequency  characteristic  of  VCTOMRR.
imulation results
CTOMRR  structure  with  three  asymmetrical  rings  hav-
ng  ring  radii  as  21.09  m,  27.12  m  and  30.13  m  are+C)
12Z−(A+B) +  q2C2C423Z−(B+C)
(6)
Analytical  modelling  of  trio-optical  asymmetrical  microring  reso
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Figure  3  Graph  of  crosstalk  vs.  coupling  ratios  of  VCTOMRR.
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Figure  4  Normalized  dispersion  characteristic  of  VCTOMRR.
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PFigure  5  Normalized  characteristic  group  delay  of  VCTOMRR.
considered.  Frequency  response  characteristic  in  MATLAB
environment  is  plotted  in  Fig.  2.  The  optimum  coupling
coefﬁcient  values  for  optimum  transmission  considered  here
are  k1 =  k2 =  0.95  and  k3 =  k4 =  0.0055,  which  is  obtained  from
Fig.  3  by  plotting  curves  between  k1,  k3 and  crosstalk.
Refractive  index  1.7825  (Little  and  Chu,  1999),  loss  of  the
micro  ring  resonators  are  assumed  to  be  ˛  =  0.1  dB/cm  (Oda
Snator  481
nd  Takato,  1991),  along  with  coefﬁcient  of  amplitude-
ransmission  as  put-on  0.999  (Schwelb,  2014)  for  plotting
he  responses.
The  simulated  consideration  of  unit  delay  length  is
unit =  3.013  m  and  resonant  numeral  using  unit  delay  is
alculated  as  A  =  7,  B  =  9  and  C  =  10.  FSR  achieved  out  of
he  frequency  simulated  response  is  50.1  nm.  The  highest
rosstalk,  alternatively  spurious  transmission  in  the  middle
f  two  resonant  frequency  peaks  in  VCTOMRR  is  −24.51  dB.
esonance  loss  is  −0.9091  dB.  Also  full  width  half  maxi-
um  is  0.36  nm  and  ﬁnesse  is  139.1666.  Dispersion  and
roup  delay  characteristics  demonstrated  are  in  unit  in
igs.  4  and  5  subsequently.
onclusion
his  Z-domain  analytical  model  of  VCTOMRR  structure  is
tudied  and  designed  and  corresponding  characteristic  of
requency  response  is  determined.  FSR  achieved  is  50.1  nm.
he  crosstalk  obtained  is  −24.51  dB  with  −0.9091  dB.  Other
erformance  analysis  was  also  done.  Dispersion  and  Group
elay  characteristics  are  demonstrated  in  the  current  arti-
le.
onﬂict of interest
one  declared.
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